
Pelorus Launches Thrilling Treasure Hunt Adventures
By Yacht For Explorers Of All Ages

Experience the family adventure of a lifetime when traveling by yacht in Sardinia, Antigua &
Barbuda and Indonesia.
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Austin, Texas (August 3, 2022): Experiential travel company Pelorus announces the launch of a
series of yacht adventures for charter groups traveling to Sardinia, Antigua & Barbuda, and Indonesia,
in collaboration with Luxury Treasure Hunts. This fresh, highly creative approach to yachting allows
guests to make the most of their boat, captain, crew and water toys, while exploring the destinations,
by land and sea.

Each treasure hunt is completely unique and based on real historical figures coming from a
filmmaker’s imagination to create an experience that delights people of all ages. Staged and produced
in unique locations, Pelorus and Luxury Treasure Hunts use a network of actors, screenwriters, prop
makers, and location managers, some who have worked at Disney, Marvel and National Geographic,
to create thrilling experiences that dig deep into the location’s history, landscape and culture. A web of
clues, riddles, interactions and games guide guests to locate the treasure and solve the mystery, both
onboard and on shore, becoming heroes in their own, real-life production.

In Sardinia, Pelorus’s guests set off on a historically accurate quest looking for Captain John
Rackham’s (aka Calico Jack) fabled lost treasure. Calico Jack, and his lover Anne Bonney, with whom
he had a child are key figures in pirate folklore and play a central role in these island-hopping
adventures. Each location has its own unique tale to tell, all fully developed to keep everyone on their
toes!

‘Building Pelorus yacht experiences around immersive and exciting treasure hunts in some of the most
diverse locations on the planet, is something we have been longing to do since inception. We now have
the capability to bring even more realistic narratives to life, adding to the already high return on
experiential value we strive to achieve for all our clients. The Mediterranean, Caribbean and
Indonesian treasure hunts are only the beginning as we develop new locations worldwide,” shares
Geordie Mackay-Lewis, Co-Founder of Pelorus
   

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/v0c34tm193q0ipc/AADZjSWB5L_PjiIOBxzD_c1Za?dl=0
http://www.pelorusx.com/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Calico_Jack


Treasure hunt adventures can be booked with Pelorus from $29,000 per experience. This is in addition
to yacht charter costs, additional experiences, and international flights.

For bookings and inquiries contact: www.pelorusx.com / info@pelorusx.com

About Pelorus:
Pelorus is the ultimate experiential travel company, designing tailormade travel and yachting
experiences in extraordinary places across the globe. Founders, Geordie Mackay-Lewis and Jimmy
Carroll are ex British Army and bring their experience leading British reconnaissance units on
long-range desert patrols and helicopter operations to their truly custom trips. The knowledge and
skills they forged during these years lay the foundations upon which Pelorus is built. They endeavour
to meet clients’ wildest aspirations using their global network of contacts and an extensive level of
research. In a time when genuine escape is hard to find, Pelorus is taking a new and exciting approach
to the travel and yachting sectors.
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